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Sweden Abstract-Longest prefix matching is frequently used for IP forwarding in the Internet. Data structures used must be not only efficient, but also robust against pathological entries caused by an adversary or misconfiguration.
In this paper, we attack the longest prefix matching problem by presenting a new algorithm supporting high lookup performance, fast incremental updates and guaranteed compression ratio. High lookup performance is achieved by using only four memory accesses. Guaranteed compressian ratio is achieved by combining direct indexing with an implicit tree structure and carefully choosing which construct to use when updating the forwarding tabIe. Fast incremental updates are achieved by a new memory management technique featuring fast variable size allocation and deallocation while maintaining zero fragmentation.
An IPv4 forwarding table data structure can he implemented in software or hardware within 2.7 Mb of memory to represent 2'' routing entries, Incremental updates require only 752 memory accesses in worst case for the current guaranteed compression ratio. For a hardware implementation, we can use 300 MHz SRAM organized in four memory banks and four pipeline stages to achieve a guaranteed performance of 300 million lookups per second, corresponding to 100 Gbitls wire speed forwarding, and 400,000 incremental updates per second.
In measurements performed on a 3.0 Ghz Pentium 4 machine using a routing table with more than ZI7 entries, we can forward aver 27 million IPv.4 packets per second, which is equivalent to wire speeds exceeding 10 Gbit/s. On the same machine and with the same routing table, we can perform over 230,000 incremental upda tedsecond.
I. INTRODUCTION
When the Internet addressing architecture changed from class-based to classless in 1993, the complexity of forwarding lookups increased. It became necessary to locate the longest mulching prefix for the destination address of every single packet that traverses an Internet router. This operation. called longest prefix nlU6Ching (LPM) is not only performed by routers, but most devices that need to map an IP address into the smallest possible set of aggregated prefixes that includes the address itself. For long. i t was assumed to be hard to do routing lookups in software to match the increasing line speeds. But since 1997, a number of new LPM algorithms that support routing at gigabit speeds on a standard PC have been introduced, e.g. Ill [21 [31 [41 [5l 161 .
For most proposed algorithms, it is possible to create pathological envies in the prefix list, causing the data structures to consume significantly more memory space than in the normally reported average case. Such entries could be caused by route flapping as observed in 171. but also by an adversary with perfect knowledge about the algorithm in use, possibility to access it and a malicious mind, or simply by misconfiguration.
We argue, that in order for an LPM algorithm to be usable in an application: e.g., an Internet router, there must be strict guarantees regarding how much system resources it will consume in a worst-case scenario. We want to be able to guarantee support of at least N,,,,, prefixes within a fixed amount of available memory, e.g., in a hardware implementation. This requires a guaranteed compression ratio, i.e., the maximum amount of space required per prefix. At the same time, we want to guarantee the performance of lookups and incremental updates.
We present a high-performance LPM algorithm with guaranteed boundaries for memory consumption and number of memory accesses per lookup that supports incremental updates at high speeds without exceeding the guaranteed size. On a 3.0 Ghz Pentium machine, a reference implementation of our LPM algorithm can perform over 27 million lookups per second in a routing table containing 131,227 routes within 4 memory accesses per lookup and supports more than 230,000 worstcase incremental updates per second. The paper i s organized as follows. Section 11 describes how the construction of, lookup in and update of the data structure are carried out. In section III. we evaluate the performance of OUT proposed LPM algorithm using a reference implementation. Section IV contains a discussion of the performance in relation to alternative LPM algorithms similar to the one proposed, foIlowed by a conclusion in section V.
T H E FORWARDING TABLE DATA STRUCTURE
In this section WG present our core result -an IPv4 forwarding table data structure with the following characteristics:
At most tloobp = 4 memory blocks of size b = 256 bits need to be accessed to lookup h e d = 13 bits next-hop index of a given IP-address.
In addition to a fixed cost of 4 . 216 bytes, at most 10 bytes per routing entry is required to represent the data s uuc twe .
At most = 752 memory accesses are required to update the data structure while maintaining the compression ratio of 10 bytes per route. The data structure in the current configuration can grow to handle 419,430 routing entries without modifications.
All the techniques applied in achieving our core result and the building blocks of the data smcture are generic and can be applied to other configurations. For example, it is straightforward to implement support for more than 213 different nexthops by sacrificing a small portion of the compression ratio. It is also possible to increase the performance of incremental updates by decreasing the performance for lookup (increasing t,oohp) andlor by decreasing the compression ratio.
A. Overview
The forwarding A block tree, or more precisely a ( t . w ) block tree, is an 0 ( n ) space irnplicir tree structure for representing a partition of a set of ?U bits non-negative integers that supports search operalions using ai most t memory accesses. For given values of t and w there are a maximum number of intervals nmax (t, w) that can be represented. If the number of intervals at the second level is I n , , , ( 3 , 16) we can use a (3,16) block wee as an alternative to the 28-ary trie node. Thereby.
we can reduce the worst case amortized space per interval and achieve a better guaranteed compression ratio for the whole data structure.
Block Trees
The idea behind block trees is similar to the multiway binary search used by Lampson et. al. in [31 to improve performance when searching among interval endpoints, where the sorted list of interval endpoints and nexr-hop indices is reorganized into nodes and leaves stored in b bits blocks. With block trees, however. we take this further. To obtain the best compression ratio and lookup performance for a given input size we use an implicit data structure where the sub-tree pointers in the nodes are skipped altogether. Instead, we stare the sub-trees of a node in order in the blocks immediately after the node. Moreover, we make sure that each sub-tree, except possibly the last, is complete or full so that we know its size in advance.
We can then search the node to obtain an index. The index is b e n multiplied with the size of the sub-tree to obtain an find minri > q in rl, r 2 , . . . , T X , (q7)
T c T + l + ( i -l )
find niinri > q in T I , r2, . . . : T Q , (7-9) return 
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There are corresponding but slightly simpler procedures for construction of and lookup in (2: 8) block trees.
C. Looknp
We have now described the building blocks of the forwarding table -straightforward pointer arrays and block trees. Before moving on to discuss construction and incremental updates we describe in more detail how a lookup is performed and how the forwarding table data structure is used together with a next-hop table. The way we want to perform lookup will determine to some extent how to construct, update and maintain the data structure.
An overview of the complete forwarding table data suucture, how it is organized in memory and how a lookup is performed is shown in Fig. 2 . The memory is organized into four major areas: level 1 containing one array of 216 pointers, the nexr-hop table which contains up to 213 next-hop entries, level 2 containing an array of arrays of 2' pointers each, and level 2 . . .4 which contains ( 3 , l S ) block trees and (2,s) block trees of of various sizes. We refer to the areas as levels since the LPM data structure consists of four levels where one memory access is spent in each level to compute the next-hop index into the fifth level -the next-hop table.
Looking up the next-hop index and retrieving the next-hop information is described by the procedure below, The steps in the lookup procedure refers to the steps in Fig.  2 . There are however a number of steps that are not obvious and we will now go through these. We have reserved nexthop index zero to represent lookup failure and this is used throughout the data structure. Initially during lookup, no prefix (range) has yet matched the address. In line 2, we record the default next-hop index field from the pointer in variable def. and maximum compression ratio. The memory management algorithm is fhen configured in section 11-F to achieve an optimal memory management cost in relation to the promised compression ratio.
E. Stockpiling
Consider the general problem of allocating and deallocating memory areas of different sizes from a heap while maintaining zero fragmentation. In general. allocating a contipous memory area of size s blocks is straightforward -we simply let the heap grow by s blocks. Dellocation is however not so straightforward. Typically, we end up with a hole somewhere in the middle of the heap and a substantial reorganization effort is required to fill the hole. An alternative would be to relax the requirement that memory areas need to be contiguous. It will then be easier to create patches for the holes but it will be nearly impossible to use the memory areas for storing data structures etc.
We need a memory management algorithm which is sometfiing in between these two extremes. The key to achieve this is the following observation: In the block tree lookup, the leftmost black in the block tree is alwa?s accessedfirst foJollowed bji accessing one or two additional blocks beyond the first block.
It follows that a block tree can be stored in two parts where information for locating the second part and computing the size of the respective parts is available after accessing the first block.
A stockling is a tnunaged memory area of s blocks (Le. . . , sC where si > s i + l . We organize the memory so that the stockpiles are stored in sorted order by increasing size in the growth direction. Furthermore, assume without loss of generality that the growth direction is to the right. Allocating and deallocating a stockling of size si from stockpile i is achieved as follows:
Allocate si.
Repeatedly move each of stockpiles 1; 2,. . . , i -1 one block to the right until all stockpiles to the right of stockpile i have moved si blocks. We now have a free area of s i blocks at the right of stockpile i .
If the rightmost stockling of stockpile .i i s stored in one piece, return the free area. Otherwise, move the left part of the rightmost stockling to the end of the free area (without changing the order between the blocks). Then reiurn the contiguous si blocks area beginning where the rightmost stockling began before its leftrnost part was moved.
Locate the rightmost stockling that is stored in one piece (it is either the rightmost stockling itself or the stockling to the left of the righmost stockling) and move it to the location of the stockling to be deallocated. Then reverse the allocation procedure.
In Fig. 3 , we illustrate the stockpiling technique in the context of insertion and deletion of structures of size 2 and 3 in a managed memory area with stockling sizes 2: 3 and 5. Each structure consist of a number of blocks and these are illustrated by squares with a shade of grey and a symbol. The shade is used to distinguish between blocks within a structure and the symbol is used to distinguish between blocks from different suuctures. We siart with a 5-structure and then in (a) we insert a 2-structure after allocating a %stockling. Observe that the 5-structure is stored in two parts with the left part starting at the 6th block and the right part at the 3rd block. In (b) we allocate and insert 3 blocks and as a result, the 5-structure is restored into one piece. A straightforward deletion of the 2-structure is performed in (c) resulting in that both remaining structures are stored in two parts. Finally, in (d) a new 3-structure is inserted. This requires that we first move the 5-structure 3 blocks to the right. men, the left part (only the white block in this case) of the old 3-structure is moved next to the 5-s~ucture and finally the new 3-structure can be inserted.
The cost for allocating an si stockling and inserting a corresponding smcture is computed as follows. First, we have to spend (i -1) . si memory accesses for moving the other stockpiles to create the free space at the end of the stockpile. We then have two cases: (i) Insert the data structure directly into the free area. The cost for this is zero memo? accesses Deallocate si.
.. .. Fig. 3 
-l ) . s i + ( i -l ) + 2 = ( i + l ) . s i + i + l memory accesses.
Stockpiling can be used also if it is not possible to store data structures in two parts. In each stockpile, we have a dummy stockling and ensure that after each reorganization. it is always the dummy stocklings that are stored in two parts. The extra cost for this is si space and, in worst case, E;=, sj memory accesses for swapping the dummy with another stockling that happened to be split up after a reorganization.
R Amortized Space and Update Costs
In this section we analyze the worst case amortized space and update costs for the forwarding table data structure. By our design choices, we have already fixed the lookup costs to 4 memory accesses for the longest prefix match operation and one additional memory access for retrieving the next-hop information.
We begin by computing the space required for the forwarding table. The cost for the first level is fixed to ?I6 times the size of a pointer which is 4 byres. This gives a total of bytes. For each sub-universe ofdensity 5 '329.5, a (3: 16) block tree is used. If the density is 2296 or larger, a 2'-ary trie node of size 4.2' = 1034 bytes is used and below the node there will be a number of (2,8) To achieve the desired compression ratio for densities of 37 intervals or 18 prefixes or less, the quantization effects resulting from under utilized blocks need to be reduced. In the process, we will slightly deviate from the presented reference stockling sizes but not in a way that affects the analysis of the update costs. We use one of the following approaches or a combination of the two. intervals. we can store h e block trees in special memory area with 8 byte blocks instead of 32 byte blocks and this is sufficient to achieve the desired compression ratio. SimiIarly, for 1 . , . 9 intervals, we use a single leaf stored in a special memory area with 2 byte blocks. These smaller black sizes requires that we increase the reference fields in the pointers to 21 bits instead of 17 and this requires that 4 of the 13 bits from the default next-hop index field are stored in the block tree itself. We use code 1 l b i n to distinguish this from the three standard cases. 21,16; 13,11: 9,8,.7,6 .
Observe that we added stocklings of size 32' which will contain 2'-ary trie nodes. Moreover, we have configured the siockpile so that this is the innermost size class. This means that the trie nodes will be located beside the next-hop table.
but more importantly, trie nodes will be stored in one part.
Thus it is no problem to perform direct indexing.
By Lemma 1, we can compute the cost for allocation and deallocation from each stockpile. To compute the worst case update cost, we only need consider rrunsitiorls that can occur such that deallocating one size and allocating the next smaller or larger size (assuming that we can perform updates without worrying about simultaneous lookups). By exhaustive search among the possible transitions, we .have found that the worst case transition is when a we go from 271 blocks, causing a deallocation cost of 544 memory accesses to 206 blocks at an allocation cost of 208 memory access. The total worst case transition cost between block trees is then 208 f 544 = 752 memory accesses. Will it be more expensive than this when we go from 2295 intervals, in a block tree, to 2296 intervals which requires a trie node and possibly some (2:s) block trees? Handling this in a straightforward fashion will result in an explosive transition at a considerable expense. To achieve a smooth transition, we allocate a trie node (32-stockling) and then construct the initial set of (3;8) block trees inside the 371 -stockling. Moreover, we keep the 271-stockling during the course of the lifetime of the trie node (i.e. as long as the density is larger than 2295) and use it as the preferred choice for storing (2, 8) block trees. In this way, we avoid explosive and implosive transitions and obtain smooth transitions also on the verge of using block trees. Hence, the worst case cost for incremental updates is 75'1 memory accesses.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the practical lookup and update speeds, we have written a reference implementation in C that measures the number of CPU cycles needed for each operation. In our tests. we have used a standard Pentium 4 PC with a 3.0 Ghz CPU. The measured lookup speeds as presented in table I1 show the average number of CPU cycles needed when doing 10,000,000 random lookups on each dataset. Although these numbers x e machine-specific, it hints the forwarding capacity supported by a software implementation of our data structure on a standard PC.
From the measured performance, we observe that the compression ratio increases with the dataset size. This is not surprising as a larger dataset increases the possibility of aggregating prefixes. Moreover, the cost of the root array is amortized over a larger number of prefixes. A normal router implementation using our data structure would most likely reduce the number of cache misses and try to keep as much of the data structure in the cache, e.g., by having a dedicated forwarding CPU. This suggests that on a standard dual-processor Pentium machine, it is possible to perform softwarebased Ih4 forwarding at tens of Gigabits per second -at worst.
The bottleneck is not expected to be in the forwarding processing, but in hardware components as it normally is hard to shuffle packets around in a standmd PC at the speeds supported by our data structure. Actual performance could be lookups. increased by implementing the data structure on a line card, thus eliminating the need to pass packers over the internal data bus.
Incrernenral update petfonnance
When measuring the incremental update performance, we have done two experiments. In the first experiment, we use a worst-case scenario including pathological route flapping on a large fictive routing table. In the second experiment, we perform random updates on the same data sets used in the lookup performance measurements.
Worst-case incremental updates:
In this experiment, we use a fictive routing table containing 700,000 entries. The motivation for using a fictive routing table is to be able to create the worst-case update scenario in every update. This worst-case scenario is equivalent to pathological route flapping in the border area between different stockling sizes. In this case, an update means that the previous stockling must be deaIlocated before allocating a new stockling as is described in section 11-F.
Our test application measures the average cost of deallocating and allocating stocklings for two different data corresponding to the spto and splLi stockpile sizes defined in section 11-F. Details of' the datasets and measured performance are presented in table In.
Average allocation and deallocation costs are represented in number of CPU cycles required. The worst-case update scenario i s a deallocation of one stockling, followed by an allocation of another. The amount of updates that can be carried out per second in the worst-case scenario is calculated by dividing the CPU speed with the sum of the allocation and deallocati on costs.
Random incremental updates:
In this experiment, we use the same three data sets as for the lookup performance measurements. First. all entries in each data set are inserted into the data structure. We then randomly choose one entry from the data set. If the entry is already present in the forwarding data structure. it is removed -otherwise it is inserted. This procedure is repeated 1,000,000 times. The average cost for the incremental updates for each of the data sets are presented in table IV. The results excluding the supporting data suuctures measures the performance on the forwarding data stnicture and gives an approximation of how many random incremental updates per second our machine can support for the given data set. We have also measured the total cost of the updates -including the supporting data structure.
On our test machine, we can perform over 230,000 incremental worst-case updates per second. As a reference, 20,000 updateslsecond is suggested as "ideal" in [141 and the largest observed update rates in the Internet today is on the order of 400 updateslsecond [ 151. From these numbers is is tempting to conclude that 230,000 worst-case updates per second is by far good enough. However, it is hard to actually achieve these speeds as there are other components than our data structure involved in every update. The routing daemon must process incoming route update messages and maintain a routing table from which the forwarding table is constructed. There are also supporting mechanisms that act as an interface between the routing daemon and the forwarding data structure, generating the update events in our data structure. In a systemwide perspective, we do consider it feasible to design these components efficiently enough to support at least 20,000 updates per second.
In a singleCPU system, updates and lookups can not occur concurrently. Assuming that a worst-case update is roughIy 1 Ratio 100 times slower than a worst-case lookup, an update speed of 20,000 updates per second would reduce the amount of lookups per second by approximately 2.000.000 -equivalent to a supported wire speed of 0.6 Gbitls using our machine configuration. If these update rates were present in the Internet today, we believe that the reduction in lookup performance would be of minor importance as the update rates would suggest a pathological network problem. When 20,000 updates per second might be perfectly normal. we can always use multiple-CPU-systems to eliminate the reduction in lookup performance.
To estimate an average update cost in contrast to the measured worst-case average, we argue as follows. The writing cost for going to n basic intervals to n + 1 in a subuniverse is r~ n / 9 . We can sum this over the densities 1 . . ,2395 to obtain a cost of 292740. We will traverse 23 different sizes of stocklings and know that the worst-case cost of each such transition is 5 752, which gives a cost of 752 . 23 = 17296.
The total cost of 292740 + 17296 = 310036 is amortized over 2295 updates, which gives an estimated average of 135 memory accesses per update.
At a first glance, the update speed achieved might seem surprising. However, since the average cost for an update is less than 135 memory accesses and the worst-case cost for a lookup is 4 memory accesses, an average update could potentially be as fast as 34 times the cost for a lookup. From our experiments we can compute the lookup/update ratio by dividing the number of uncached lookups per second with the number of incremental updates per second (excluding the support structure). The results are shown in table V.
As could be expected, the lookuplupdate ratio is smaller for larger tables except for Pac-Bell. The reason for this is that the prefixes are less evenly distributed in Pac-Bell compared to the other tables. In the regions of the table that contains prefixes of length > 16 bits. many prefixes are present while other regions contains virtually no prefixes. As a result, a random lookup is more likely to be completed in a single memory access while updates of random prefixes are likely to occu where the density of prefixes is high. Assuming that the average lookup cost in the London data set is around 2 memory accesses, the theoretically expected lookuplupdate ratio is 67, which is not far from the results in our expiments. 
IV. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss some of the properties of the proposed algorithm and possible usage scenarios not covered in detail in this paper due to space restrictions. We also discuss how the algorithm perform in relation to the LuleA algorithm [ This shows that it is feasible to implement the algorithm on chip using 300 MHz SRAM memory and four pipeline stages to obtain a lookup performance of 300 million lookups per second corresponding to -100 gigabit per second wire speed forwarding using a routing table with up to 2'' routing entries. With sufficient pin count we can achieve a raw incremental update performance of 300,000,000/75r! = 400! 000 updates per second. Considering what is possible to achieve with the supporting software package, 100,000 worst-case incremental updates per second seems realistic in a real application.
C. Cornparison to other algorithm
Ever since Degermark et. al. and Waldvogel et. al. independently of each other presented the first efficient solutions to the IPv4 longest matching prefix problem in 1997 [2] [16], a considerable amount of different algorithms and data structures for the problem have been suggested. It is common to characterize the performance of such algorithms by the complexity of lookups, updates, and the memory consumption.
[17] presents a survey or' such algorithms where the performance charactistics are expressed in terms of asympotir belravior using Big-0 notation. While asymptotic behavior does not make sense when having a bounded universe, we adapt to the custom and present the corresponding characteristics of our algorithm in the same way. In principle, our algorithm have a, uamnieed peifonnance of 0 (F) time for lookups, 0 (iF) time for updates, and 0 ( N ) space.
Many of the previous techniques have reasonable Iookup performance but poor compression ratio andlor update pesformance. In particular, the guaranteed compression ratio is typically bad [14] . Some of the previous techniques are related to ours in the sense that similar constructs are used as building blocks in their data structures. In the approach of searching among hash tables [6], the multicolumn scheme [3] binary search is used in various contexts. This is also the case in [2] where a special type of branchless binary search exploiting pointer arithmetic is used to search sparse chunks. LC-tries [4] and Expanded tries [XI both use variable-stride multibit tries, as we do.
To our knowledge, however, no previous algorithm combines search techniques as efficient as block trees with multibit tries as carefully as we do to achieve the combination of guaranteed compression ratio, lookup speed and update performance. In fact, the first algorithm and data structure with similar chafacteristics to ours that we know of is the Tree Bitmap algorithm by Eathertan et. al. [Ill. Both the Lulei algorithm [2] and the Tree Bitmap algorithm feature guaranteed lookup performance but also guaranteed compression ratio [even though it is not explicitly stated), and a relation between guaranteed lookup performance and compression is implicit in their results. In addirion, the Tree Bitmap algorithm also supports efficient updates with guaranteed performance.
Both the LuleA Algorifhm and Tree bitmaps combine index arrays and multibit tries to reduce the memory consumption. As they have similar performance characteristics to ours, we focus our comparison with olher algorithms to these two.
Compression ratio: When compressing publicly available routing tables. both the LuleA algorithm and tree bitmaps typically achieve a better average compression ratio Lhan our algorithm, but are more vulnerable to pathological sets of routing entries as they do not guarantee the same compression ratio. A forwarding table with comparable performance to ours can be implemented by initial array of size 2 j 6 on top of a 6-6-4 tree bitmap data structures (which is really the best we can do with a block size of 2.3). Such a table may require more than 18 bytes per prefix (except for the initial array) and hence. considering guaranteed compression ratio, we outperform the tree bitmap algorithm with almost a factor of 2. A similar comparison with the Luled algorithm shows that we outperform it by more than a factor of '7.
Incremental updates: If comparing the cost of incremental updates with tree hitmaps (the Luled algorithm does not support incremental updates), Eatherton et. al. computes an upper bound on number of memory accesses for allocating 18 blocks to 1852 memory accesses. With a worst-case scenario of 752 memory accesses, we can perform incremental updates at least 2.46 times faster. It should be noted that this comparison is not entirely fair as we use 4 memory accesses for worst-case lookups while Eatherton's tree bitmaps use 6. For tree bitmaps to have a worst-case of 4 memory accesses, a stride of size 6 would be needed. An update would then require at least 2 . (26)2 = 8192 memory accesses to rearrange the blocks, followed by a pointer update resulting in a few extra hundred memory accesses. This gives that with the same amount of worst-case memory accesses, we outperform tree bitmaps in update speed by at least an order of magnitude.
Large muting tables: It is also interesting to consider the difference in performance on large routing tables. Eatherton et. al. use a randomly generated routing table with 1,000,000 entries in their evaluation, resulting in a 23 Mbyte data structure. Although we neither know how their random table is generated nor have run any experiments including such large routing tables, it is possible to analyticaIly predict the results. 220 random prefixes of length 2 16 spread out over 2'' buckets in the root array gives an expected number of p4 = 16 entries in each subuniverse. Using prefix lists with 4 bytes/prefix, our data structure would on average have a total size of 2''+Z2' .4 = 4,456,448 bytes. In worst-case, it would be 218 f 10 . ?E = 10: 262, 144 bytes large.
D. Generalization of the algorithm
The techniques described in this paper could also be used to obtain an efficient IPv6 forwarding cable data structure.
[18] However. we have to spend some extra memory accesses to achieve a reasonable compression rare. By having more memory accesses to spend, the block tree structures tends to become larger thus increasing the costs for incremental updates. Some preliminary investigations indicate that a possible remedy 10 this problem is to combine a fixed stride trie and block trees with the tree bitmap structures.
We have used the algorithm and the data structure to implement longest prefix matching but it could also be used for other more general matching problems such as most narrow inreivul and firsf aarching inren~ul. This suggests that many of the techniques described here could be used to implement efficient filtering. and packet classification engines. It might be cost-efficient enough to compete with ternary CAMS when considering lookup performance, energy consumption and, in particular, update performance.
Stockpiling can be used for memory managements also in other aIgorithms and data structures. As an example, we couId the reduce the cost of incremental updates in tree bitmaps from 1852 to 5 263 memory accesses. However. tree bitmaps would still use more memory accesses per lookup.
V. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a high-performance data structure for IPv4 forwarding that provides a guaranteed compression ratio while supporting high-speed incremental updates keeping the number of memory accesses needed for a lookup down. In our configuration, any set of routes with I 2' ' entries can be stored within 2.7 Mb of memory. In worst case, lookups need 4 memory accesses and incremental updates 752 memory accesses. On a 3.00 Ghz Pentium machine, this corresponds to supported wire speeds exceeding 10 Gbit/s and more than 230,000 updatedsecond. The data structure could be implemented in hardware and extended'to support alternative usage scenarios supporting larger routing tables, IPv6 forwarding and interval matching. Future work includes applying similar techniques as used in this paper to new usage scenarios.
